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We explore the use of machine learning to reproduce human behaviors as a means to
facilitate more natural interaction with autonomous systems. In this paper, we use simplified
formation flight as a domain to explore whether a neural net can effectively be used to learn a
behavior from human pilot example data. We train the neural net from a virtual reality-based
flight simulator, evaluate its functionality in high-fidelity software and hardware in the loop
simulation, and demonstrate successful operation with flight testing. This work validates that
our approach successfully transfers from simulation to real-world conditions, generalizes well
to situations it was not explicitly trained for, and responds well to noise and perturbations. Our
results show the surprisingly small neural net required for this problem and its corresponding
quick execution time on commodity cell-phone class hardware, as well as estimates of the
quantity of training data required.

I. Introduction

In the aviation community, the increase in capability and acceptance of autonomous systems stirs excitement in the
potential for these new systems. However, there also is discomfort with the scope and complexity of creating certified

systems that can be relied upon to safely perform flight of unmanned systems without endangering the lives of passengers
on board or on other aircraft, which is often described as trust. There are two ways to consider trust in this context. The
first way is trust in the engineering sense: identifying mathematical techniques that can be used to show deterministic,
bounded behavior of machine learning methods over the operating envelope. Efforts are being made on this front that
may provide a framework for trusting certain classes of machine learning, but this aspect of trust is beyond the scope of
this paper.

The second way of considering trust of autonomous systems is whether it matches human expectation. One can
imagine that an autonomous system might perform a maneuver optimally in the mathematical sense, but that it might
behave contrary to the expectations of a pilot. Anecdotally, one problem faced by designers of aircraft systems and
avionics is that even a perfectly designed system that meets all requirements can be rejected during flight testing based
on the judgment of the test pilot.

A potential weakness in the design of autonomous systems is the manner in which they interact with manned systems.
Military aviators, in particular, are trained in specific, predictable maneuvers that conform to common conventions.
Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) designs, in contrast, tend toward optimal algorithmic efficiency. The difference
between pilot convention and a UAS’s trajectory can be a source of confusion to human teammates. The UAS may
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behave unexpectedly, leaving the test pilot with an inability to predict what the UAS will do. The result would be
that even though the UAS is correctly following its designed behavior it is deemed untrustworthy. This is the second
important property that any machine learning system teamed with a human must have: in addition to being evaluated
objectively within a mathematical framework, it must be evaluated within a subjective framework defined by humans.
The primary motivation for this work, then, is to investigate methods to capture some representative human behavior in
a machine learning framework. Later, as the field advances to yield bounded machine learning methods, autonomous
systems can be created that can be both trusted by mathematicians and operators (e.g. pilots).

Formation flight is a task where aviators fly in close proximity to each other maneuvering cooperatively in predefined,
agreed upon sets of flight tasks. The formation consists of a single Lead with one or more Wings. Though the concepts
apply to scenarios with multiple Wing aircraft, we will henceforth use the singular label "Wing" for convenience.
The Lead commands the formation, passing commands to the subordinate Wing. The Lead is responsible for overall
situation awareness and tasks such as terrain avoidance and safe separation from air traffic. The Wing is responsible for
maintaining sight of the Lead at all times, maintaining position relative to the Lead, and avoiding collisions within
the formation. Formation flight is not the same as dogfighting where the other aircraft is adversarial; formation is a
cooperative exercise that requires a lead pilot who can fly in a smooth, stable manner such that it is possible for the
Wing to maintain formation. Formation flight with close spacing is called parade and is often seen at air shows and
flight demonstrations. In practice, the pilot flying Wing makes most of the adjustments during parade, which requires
training and practice to adapt the visual cues to appropriate actuation of inputs

Most literature on application of neural nets to flight control focuses on online adaptive control. Many papers
explore variations on the topic, but a sampling follows. In [2] non-linear control of an aircraft is explored using a neural
net to aid model inversion. An online neural net based adaptive controller is presented in [3]. [4] explores neural net
adaptive controllers for non-linear tilt-rotor dynamics. The NASA Intelligent Flight Control System Project [5] tested
various neural net adaptive controller methods on modified F15s in the early 2000s and explored stability in the presence
of failures or faults with live flight tests. [6] examines adaptive flight control using neural net to recover from faults or
control surface damage.

Much research has been performed on formation flight control using methods other than neural nets. One example
is [7], which in turn summarizes related research in this area. Some research was identified that specifically looked at
formation flight in conjunction with neural nets, but this was primarily focused again on adaptive control. In [8] UASs
are evaluated in formation flight to study flight efficiency improvements of small UASs flying in close formation; a
neural net is used to create an adaptive inner loop on the wing aircraft, but the outer loop is a traditional control design.
In [9] a similar investigation is performed with an LQR outer loop controller and neural net used on the inner dynamic
inversion controller.

Formation flight of UASs with obstacle avoidance is considered in [10]. During normal operation a model predictive
control based design controls the UAS operation, but when an imminent obstacle collision is detected control is switched
to a Grossberg neural network (GNN) to efficiently calculate an avoidance trajectory, which has the effect of calculating
a shortest path around the obstacle.

In [11] neural nets are used to predict trajectories of UASs and are trained against data generated from simulation of
a mathematical model.

II. Approach
The fundamental observation underpinning this work is that a human pilot is able to make observations of the

environment and effectively perform formation flight using actuation of the stick and throttle. In machine learning
terminology, there exists some unknown non-linear mapping between the current relative state of the Lead and Wing
and the inputs that the pilot applies to the aircraft. Neural nets are well known non-linear function approximators [12].
The challenge then is to understand what inputs should be made available to the machine learning method and what
labels to supply for learning.

We can gain insight from the publicly available US Navy Chief of Naval Air Training (CNATRA) manuals [13, 14]
on the process of formation flight and how it is taught to students in flight school. Rather than thinking of the problem
mathematically, students learn instead how to use cues from the environment to recognize whether certain conditions
have occurred, and then they are taught how to react. As the student pilot gains experience, this process of detecting and
reacting become automatic, much as driving a car or riding a bicycle become second nature.

As a first level of approximation, we seek to identify which parameters a student pilot learns to recognize, and then
provide those to the learning system. These features are modeled after what can generally be sensed by the pilot, and to
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Fig. 1 Formation flight relative geometry.

provide requirements for what would be needed from a compatible vision system. The features (depicted in Figure 1)
describe only the relative position and heading of the aircraft and do not include any velocities (linear or rotational).
The features used were:

1) Relative bearing from Wing to Lead
2) Aspect angle (same as relative bearing from Lead to Wing)
3) Relative Elevation difference from Wing to Lead
4) Range between Wing and Lead
Given these inputs, we wish to study the pilot response, which may include stick and throttle position, airspeed(s),

attitude, velocities, and accelerations. The choice of the specific command parameter set used for training is dependent
on the available system interfaces to the aircraft. Will the system control stick and throttle directly, or will the system
command an autopilot at a higher level (e.g., heading hold mode, angle of bank hold mode, or roll rate mode?)

Related to this decision is also the strategy used for ensuring safety. There is a trade-off of giving maximal flexibility
to the machine learning system by allowing control at the stick and throttle level, but this also dramatically increases the
risk of closed loop instability. On the other hand, if the underlying control system of an autopilot is used to manage
lower level control of the aircraft, then the stability properties of the control system approach can be leveraged, including
elements of control theory analysis. An additional benefit is that a control theory based envelope monitoring function
can be placed in the autopilot to ensure the autonomous functionality is operating correctly (e.g., within g limits, inside
geofence, within vertical limits, etc) and can revert to a safety behavior (e.g., loiter, return to home, etc) if the envelope
is violated.

In order to provide the autonomous capabilities in a safe way, a two-level safety architecture was chosen that wraps
the autonomous functions. The monitors are arranged in a two-envelope configuration, where the first envelope defines a
region where formation flight occurs, and the second envelope detects safety anomalies. If the autonomous system falls
outside of its formation flight envelope (e.g. is unable to maintain position), then the first monitor triggers, causing the
autonomous system to be disengaged and activating a hard-coded join up procedure which brings the aircraft back into
the formation flight envelope. If the safety envelope is triggered (e.g., 3D geofence is exceeded, position or rotational
velocities exceeded, etc) then the autonomous system is removed from control and a simple procedural based avoidance
maneuver is engaged, causing the aircraft to increase separation until it is safe to enter a predefined recovery maneuver
(e.g., loiter over a predefined location.)

III. Data Source
As with any machine learning problem, the quality of results is dependent upon the quality of the training data. For

this experiment, flight data was generated in simulation by flying formation against a Lead in a virtual-reality based
flight simulator. The UAS aircraft dynamic model was constructed from mass and dimension data using vortex lattice
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method potential flow analysis. Propulsion modeling was developed from ground test data. These models were then
implemented in the Rockwell Collins Athena control design toolbox, used for autopilot gain design and stability margin
analysis. This toolbox allows for evaluation over the full flight envelope of all aircraft configurations. A software in the
Loop (SIL) simulation was used to validate performance of the basic autopilot modes and robustness to modeling error.
Performance of the model was validated against flight test data from multiple flights. SIL simulation was then used to
validate the formation flight modes developed for this test.

The SIL simulation was used to drive the position of both Lead and Wing aircraft when gathering training data
and was rendered with the virtual reality flight simulator so that the human pilot had sufficient field of view and visual
cues to perform satisfactory formation flight. The Lead aircraft was controlled via a script that flew preselected bank
angles in sequence, and the Wing aircraft was manually controlled by a human pilot with stick and throttle inputs to the
simulation. Absolute position data was extracted from the flight simulator for both aircraft and converted to the relative
geometry needed to train the neural net. Figure 2 shows the simulation environment used to generate training data.

Fig. 2 Simulation environment used to generate training data.

In the course of the project, initially only data was collected demonstrating valid formation flight. Later, additional
flights were added that contained intentional deviations from the desired position in order to generate data points over
the whole space to provide the neural net with additional hints on what good behavior looks like further away from
the target region. A filtering mechanism was developed that evaluated the various trajectories present in the data and
removed trajectories that did not result in reaching or staying in the target region. In this way, the neural net was only
trained against valid data.

IV. Architecture
Some early successwas achievedwith deep neural net architectures, but they required a heavy amount of regularization.

This hinted at a need to reduce capacity of the neural net. We iteratively removed hidden layers and nodes-per layer and
found that good results were obtained with a single-hidden layer with 50 neurons in the hidden layer. We suspect that
the selection of features is such that this relatively small neural net has enough capacity to approximate the hidden
non-linear mapping from inputs to outputs. Hidden layer neurons use ReLU activation function, and the output layer
uses linear activation function (i.e., regression).

Three neural nets were trained based on the action of the lead: one for the lead performing constant-rate left turns,
one for straight and level flight, and one for the lead performing constant-rate right turns. These represent the three most
basic maneuvers that are required to perform station keeping in parade position and are the first step to performing
a full parade sequence, an exercise performed early on in the training of a Navy pilot that practices getting into and
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Fig. 3 Single hidden-layer neural net.

maintaining position.
Each neural net required on the order of 5-10 hours of flight data. After filtering, this resulted in perhaps 10,000

data points used to train the left turn and straight and level neural nets, and approximately 5,000 data points to train the
right hand turn neural net due to time constraints before the flight test.

Training consisted of loading in the flight data, filtering out data that led away from the desired position, sorting
the data into left turn, right turn, and straight and level flight and training each neural net from its respective data.
Each neural net takes just a few minutes to train, and the entire process takes perhaps 15-20 minutes. Interestingly, the
problem is small enough that GPU acceleration slows down training significantly.

The system architecture in Figure 4 depicts the relevant portions of the system that were used in flight. The autopilot
hardware used was the Rockwell Collins Athena 111m, a small form factor air data, navigation, and flight control system.
The Athena 111m additionally offers a high-fidelity Hardware in the Loop (HIL) simulation environment, which was
used for system verification prior to flight test. The neural net was integrated onto a Colorado Engineering (CEI) TK1
board (a small form factor version of the Nvidia TK1 development board). Initially, the TK1 was selected to allow for
GPU acceleration, but we found that the neural net could perform the inference step in approximately 4 ms on the ARM
cores using the python keras library with theano backend. Given that the target rate was 10 Hz (100 ms period), there
was no need for further optimization. In fact, we found that due to the small size of the neural net, employing the GPU
significantly slowed down run time operation.

V. Evaluation Method
The neural net performance was evaluated in two ways: statically by plotting the neural net response over the training

and test data sets, and dynamically by allowing the neural net to pilot the aircraft in simulation and evaluating how well
it performed its intended maneuver.

Statically, the neural net output was plotted in a overhead view that showed the neural net’s response. Plots were
generated for both the training and test data sets. The plots were useful diagnostic tools to validate the output of the
learning process. For example, Figure 5 shows the neural net’s output over the training data set for heading command.
The Lead is positioned at 0,0 in the plots near the top center of the diagram, with teal lines indicating the desired 45°
bearing line that describes perfect station keeping. The color of the data points indicate the heading correction applied
by the human pilot in the course of maintaining station, with blue indicating right hand turns, green indicating no change,
and red indicating left hand turns. In this case, the human pilot was attempting to fly on the right hand side of the Lead.

From this diagram, it can be seen that the training data itself was noisy, due in part to the inexperience of the pilot
resulting in many over-corrections. We also see that the pilot rarely obtained proper position, being behind the perfect
45° bearing line. The neural net had a smoothing effect on the data, which we expect to produce smoother transitions
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Fig. 4 System architecture for flight test

Fig. 5 Neural net output over a training set.

and fewer over-corrections. We also see a bowl-shaped correction; as the Wing drifts to the left we see the blue color
indicating right hand turns toward the desired position, and conversely we see red color indicating left hand turns toward
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the desired position when the Wing drifts too far to the right.
Note here only the training data set is plotted; the test data set looks nearly identical, but with fewer data points. In

machine learning literature, normally the training data set is not used to determine performance of the learned model or
parameters because it is expected that the training data set has a tendency to overfit the data leading to artificially high
estimates of performance. In this case, however, it is instructive to view both as it shows that the relationship present in
the training data holds in the test data. Note that these plots were primarily for inspection and visualization of what the
neural net had learned and by themselves were not sufficient to determine whether the neural net was successful.

In addition to the static analysis performed above, the neural net was analyzed dynamically by allowing it to fly the
Wing in simulation and determining how well it performed the station keeping maneuver. This was measured in terms
of standard deviation from the ideal position and as an accumulated loss over time. Both were useful in comparing
versions of the neural net when we examined the effects of data or hyperparameter choices.

Three test environments were developed and used for this project: (1) a high fidelity software-in-the-loop simulation
(SILsim), (2) the corresponding hardware-in-the-loop (HILsim) test rig normally used to validate the autopilot software
on the embedded target, (3) the flight test environment. For the SILsim environment, the neural net ran on a PC as a
separate process. For the HILsim and flight test environments, the neural net ran on an embedded target alongside
the autopilot. The neural net was trained and evaluated in the SILsim environment, then revalidated on the HILsim
environment, and then finally flown on the real aircraft during flight testing. For flight testing, a virtual lead was used
with the Lead’s position calculated at the ground station using the SILsim environment and broadcast to the Follow
aircraft via the command and control radio link. Also during flight tests, the neural net was monitored with a safety
envelope monitor similar to that described in the approach.

VI. Flight Tests
Flight tests used the Ferox, an aircraft based on a COTS airframe and operated by the University of Iowa Operator

Performance Laboratory (OPL). Ferox is a 3 meter wingspan fixed-wing UAS with 20 lbs payload capacity. All flight
control system and autonomous components were fully integrated into the Ferox UAS and were based on systems that
have been used in many similar UAS applications. The Ferox used a 70 ccm 2-stroke two cylinder (opposed, air cooled)
gasoline engine equipped with a 290W, 28 VDC onboard power generation system that was able to operate all onboard
electronics as well as keep the reserve batteries (30 minute power) charged. The airframe required a sod or hard runway
area of 250 x 25 feet. The Ferox avionics architecture allowed for control handoff between a radio control (RC) receiver
and an onboard autopilot.

Fig. 6 UAS used for flight testing.

Integrated on board were the Rockwell Collins 111m autopilot, the CEI TK1 board described above, and a Rockwell
Collins CNPC-1000 command and control radio for datalink with the Rockwelll Collins ProLine Fusion based Ground
Control Station. The autonomous function was monitored at all times by an envelope monitoring function which
disengaged the autonomy if it exceeded its operating envelope. Additionally, at all times the safety pilot had the ability
to take control of the aircraft. Take off and landing were performed by the safety pilot.

For the purposes of flight testing, the neural net was in control of the Wing aircraft. The Lead was virtual with
its position generated by the software-in-the-loop simulator. The Lead simulation ran on the ground station and was
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uplinked over the datalink to the aircraft. Both Lead and Wing position were visible on the ground station map display.
The Lead behavior was parameterized with static wind conditions to partially mitigate the effects of wind upon the Wing.

Note that because the Lead was virtual, there was potentially a large mismatch between the real wind experienced by
the Wing and the virtual wind experienced by the Lead. In a 2 ship flight scenario with real aircraft, two aircraft in close
formation would not experience significantly different wind perturbations other than slight differences in turbulence
components. We accounted for static wind by consulting weather reports, wind sock, anemometer and in-air estimates
to arrive at an estimate of winds aloft, and applied this static wind to the Lead simulation. This wind compensation only
mitigates an artifact of the test environment. The authors believe that even with closely matched real and virtual mean
wind conditions the neural net was presented with more mismatch of wind between Lead and Wing than a pair of real
aircraft would experience. Therefore, the flight test environment was a conservative approximation with respect to wind
effects. We considered accounting for wind gusts by measuring wind gust effects on the Wing, downlinking them to the
ground station, and applying them to the Lead simulation, but this was deemed unlikely to succeed when the aircraft
were in position (only separated by 30-80 ft.)

Flight tests were organized around three phases: left-turn racetrack pattern, a right-turn racetrack pattern, and a
figure-8 pattern. For the tests, the conditions were 5-10 kt wind from S/SW and the runway was aligned at 150°. The
virtual Lead was flown with 10 kt from 220° and adjusted as needed throughout the day as the wind changed direction.

Fig. 7 Left-hand turn racetrack pattern.

Figure 7 shows the results of the left-hand racetrack pattern. The Lead’s path is shown in blue and the Wing’s path
is shown in green. Overall the Wing did a reasonable job of holding formation and was able to stay within its flight
envelope for 10 minutes during the flight.

Turning now to the right-hand racetrack pattern, we see a very different result in Figure 8. There were many
divergences; the neural net only maintained pattern for up to about 45 seconds. The difference between Figure 7 and
Figure 8 was that the right hand pattern was trained with approximately half of the data of the left hand turn neural
net from Figure 7. As mentioned above, this was primarily due to time constraints in gathering the data but it is a
useful result in that it helps quantify the approximate number of data points that are required to achieve reasonable
performance. About 10,000 data points were used to train the neural net in Figure 7 whereas about 5,000 were used to
train the neural net in Figure 8.

In Figure 9 we see the results for the figure-8 pattern, where left hand turns were made at the top loop and right hand
turns were made at the bottom loop. This demonstrated stringing together three separately trained neural nets into a
single cohesive pattern, which is a stepping stone to more advanced patterns. At (1) in Figure 9, we see reasonably good
behavior where the left-hand neural net was used. On the bottom loop where the right-hand turn neural net was used,
we see similar divergences.

To study how well the neural net generalized in simulation we allowed the Lead to make random turns from 0
to 35° to the left or the right, with a new angle of bank chosen approximately every 30 seconds. Our Certificate of
Authorization (COA) did not allow the Wing aircraft to leave our line of sight, so it was not possible to conduct this
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Fig. 8 Right-hand turn racetrack pattern.

Fig. 9 Figure-8 pattern.

scenario in flight test. The COA is illustrated in red to show the operational boundaries. Note that the COA extended to
the north and south beyond the images.

Figure 10 shows the Wing attempting to stay in position with the Lead performing random turns in the hardware-in-
loop simulation. The Lead in this case was performing left turns which happened to become tighter between (1) and (2)
in Figure 10, where at (2) they became approximately a 35° angle of bank (roll angle) which the Wing was unable to
match. The Wing overshot after (2) in Figure 10, and the envelope monitor took control which triggered the join-up
behavior (not machine learning based) and near (3) the neural net reengaged.

Figure 11 shows a similar outcome where between (1) and (2) the neural net performed reasonably well, but at (2)
when the lead made a 35° right hand turn, the Wing was unable to turn fast enough to keep the same turn radius, which
caused it to fall out of pattern. This triggered the joinup behavior and by (3) the neural net reengaged.

With the Lead performing +/- 35° angle of bank turns, the boundary for switching between neural nets of +/- 17.5°
was used. The left-turn neural net was selected when the Lead angle of bank was greater than 17.5° angle of bank to the
left; similarly the right-hand neural net was selected when the Lead banked right greater than 17.5°; otherwise, the
straight-and-level neural net was used.

What is most revealing about these graphs is that the left/right turn neural nets were trained only against a Lead
performing a 12.5° angle of bank and the straight-and-level neural net was trained against a Lead performing a 0° angle
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Fig. 10 Lead performing random turns.

Fig. 11 Lead performing additional random turns.

of bank. At almost no time during the flight tests or the random turn simulations shown in this paper were the neural
nets presented with an angle of bank they were trained with. For example, the flight tests used 25° angle of bank due to
COA airspace restrictions. This demonstrated that the neural net responded well to a variety of angles of bank, but also
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showed that beyond a certain point (around 30°) the neural net was unable to respond sufficiently to maintain position.
Similarly, the neural nets were trained against data with no wind. The flight tests showed that there was at least some

resilience to noise in the presence of dynamically changing wind. In simulation the neural nets were demonstrated to
work reliably up to about 15 kts of static wind difference between Lead and Wing. Above that value the closed loop
lateral dynamics diverged.

VII. Conclusion
We have successfully demonstrated a neural net learning to perform piloting tasks by observing human pilot flight

data, culminating in flight tests on a small UAS. This required filtering of the data and experimentation in simulation to
understand what inputs and outputs were most effective. A safety monitor was developed that allows the autonomous
software to make decisions within a safe sandbox, removing autonomous control if a safety envelope was exceeded.

This work also provides some estimates of the number of data points and flight hours that are required to obtain a
baseline of reasonable performance and the size of a neural net architecture that is capable of solving the problem. It
also demonstrates that training against data from a simulation environment can then be used in flight; this is significant
because it is orders of magnitude more expensive to instrument aircraft and have skilled pilots perform the same
maneuvers to gather training data. Additionally, if a source of data is readily available, it could be used by this technique
to train the neural nets.
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